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Abstract. We report high accuracy and precision measurements of the shear modulus of

colloidal solids formed from monodisperse charged latex spheres contained in an aqueous
electrolyte. Standard preparational techniques as well as a recently reported advanced deionization

method are applied to prepare transparent, bcc-crystalline samples at precisely controlled low

volume fractions ~P 0.003 and salt concentration~ c, w
2 ~mol l~ ' The experimental parameters

are found to be e~tremely stable if certain precautious mea~ures are taken. At constant

experimental conditions samples of different morphologies are prepared via controlled solidifica-

tion and further shear proces~ing. Their ,tructure, texture and morphology are analysed by various

~tatic light ~cattering methods. A new, non destructive, time resolved static light scattering
technique is u~ed to detect the resonant torsional vibrations excited within

a
cylindrical sample.

Shear moduli in dependence on the concentration of excess electrolyte are calculated from the

rewnance spectra and compared for ~everal sample morphologies. For the first time a sufficiently
high rewlution is achieved to clearly discriminate between the influence of the morphology of the

sample and of the experimental parameters. We discuss the possible application~ of this new

approach of'high accuracy shear modulus measurements in colloidal crystal~ to a wide range of

interesting experiments.

Introduction,

Under certain conditions of low concentration of excess electrolyte suspensions of monodis-

perse, charged latex spheres spontaneously form ordered interparticle structures, so-called

colloidal fluids, glasses and crystals [1-3]. Such soft matter phases show a number of structural

analogies to atomically condensed matter [4]. They furthermore exhibit many features specific
to colloidal system~, such as Brownian dynamics or the accessibility on an interparticle scale

by light scattering and microscopic techniques [5].

In particular, the elastic and plastic response of colloidal solids subjected to external

shearing fields has attracted considerable interest over the last few years. The extensive

experimental and theoretical work [6-13] was motivated by the long term perspectives to gain

access to very general concepts for the deformation and processing of crystalline material on a

microscopic scale [15]. Due to the low volume fractions 4~=0.01 of charge stabilized

colloidal crystals the observed elastic moduli are in the range of only a few ten Pa. So are the

yield stresses. Colloidal crystals are therefore extremely fragile objects which can easily be

deformed or even shear molten simply by shaking the sample [16-20].

http://www.edpsciences.org/journal/index.cfm?edpsname=jp3
http://www.ub.uni-konstanz.de/kops/volltexte/2007/3062/
http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bsz:352-opus-30627
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At low ~hear rates the structure, texture and morphology of an individual ~ample may be

modified by a number of proce;;es including controlled ~olidification~ annealing and wearing
under ;hear. E-g- shear proces;ing leads to self organized, checkerboard-like or other complex

texture pattern; (16, 17[. In flow through geometrie~ at moderate quspension velocities the

re~onant coupling of'a qtick-slip process between wall and colloidal crystal to an internal ;hear

vibration of the colloidal solid wo ob~erved. At higher flow velocitie; the sample underwent a

phase tran~ition to a
shear molten ;tote [18 ]. Quantitative examinations in a Couette flow show

a ~ucce,;ion of different phases as a
function of the applied ;hear rate (19, 20]. Clearly, the

explanation of such non equilibrium phenomena will rely on the knowledge of the elastic

propertie; of the sample~. The;e, in turn, are related to the experimental parameter~ but

moreover to ;tructural, textural and morphological detail~.

Already in 1977 the bulk modulu; of ~t polycry;talline material wa; determined from the

gravitational compres~ioii of a colloidal ~olid [6(. In a ~erie~ of pioneering experiments ;everal

author; determined the general dependence of the ~hear modulus G on the experimental

parameters volume fraction 4l and concentration of exce;s electrolyte c., (7-10]. G was found to

decrea~e ~&'ith increasing ~~ilt concentration and decrea,ing volume fraction.

Since most of the samples investigated were opaque, only the outermost regions next to the

cell wall were sub_jected to ;tructural inve,tigations. Thus, important inf'ormation~ about

morphological detail, like homogeneity of the sample, grain size di,tribution and the

degree, re~pectively direction of orientation-~&ere not available. Therefore the ~ample; had to

be a~sumed to have an unoriented polycry,talline morphology. Sy~tematic deviations between

calculated and experimentally mea~ured shear moduli remained unexplained ; e-g- the ,tronger
than predicted increase of G with increa,ing volume fraction II 0(.

Determination of the influence of the morphology faces three major technical difficultie;.

Fir;tly the preparation of transparent ~ample; (low volume fraction ~P
~

0.004) under precise
controle and ~tabilization of the experimental condition,. In particular, contamination with air

born COj has to be avoided. Secondly the characterization of the morphology of the sample
and thirdly the accurate detection ol'the ;hear modulu;. Since the ,hear moduli and yield

,tres;e; of colloidal sy~tem; with volume fraction, below 4l w 0.004 are in the ~ub-Pa;Cal

range, non-de,tructive light ,cattering method~ have to be applied. The u;e of mechanical

detection (10] I, ;everely limited. The analy~i~ of Lo,;el line, j7] I, re,tricted to opaque
~ample, and cannot be applied, too.

We therefore here report the combination of a recently de;cribed ad,,anced preparational
technique (? Ii with a morphological analy~i~ by ~tatic light ~cattering and a novel detection

,cheme for re~onant ~he~tr vibration;. All of the~e are particularly ~uited for the ;tudy of low

volume fraction, low salt concentration colloidal ,olid;. Thi; combination is compared to other

approache, with re~pect to accuracy and reproducibility.
We first give a ~hort outline of the theoretical background. We then introduce the

experimental procedure~ which are thoroughly te,ted to ensure ~table experimental parameters,

accurate ;hear modulu; ttlea;urement; and reproducible ;ample preparation. We then mea~ure

the ;hear modulu, of ~;tmple, of different morphologie~ in dependence on the salt

concentration. The interpretation of the results and po~sible application; of the de;cribed

approach will be considered in home detail in the di;cu;,ion ,ection.

Theuretical,

The interpretation of the re,ult; retie, on the description of the pair potential of interaction

between the particle~, on it, relation to the ela,tic propertie, of the ,ample and on the

evaluation of detected re,onance frequencie, to the ,hear modulu;.
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In the limit of low salt concentration~ I, and volume fractions ~P
=

4/3 ~a'n~ (where

n~ is the particle density) the energy of interaction between two colloidal ~phere~ of equal
radius a at a separation I is may be de~cribed in term; of the modified Dejarguin-Laudau-
ilerwey-OverbeeL approximation (MDA) (9]. In this description the true charge number Z

and the Debye ~creening parameter K are replaced by the ;omewhat smaller renormalized

values Z*, respectively
«

* [??-?4]. The MDA is given by :

j,~~,j
z*2e2 expiK*a)

j2expi-
K* i-1

~~~
4

~F + K
~ Ll) 1'

with
K

* depending on the charge and concentration of particles as well as on the number

density n, of all small ions other than H~ counter ions

~

~
~~ Fij

T ~~~P
~~ ~ ~~'~' ~~~

Here
F = ~jj F, is the dielectric permitivity of the ~uspending medium k~ the Boltzmann

constant, T the temperature and e is [he elementary charge. Due to the high charge numbers

and [he low volume fractions of the suspensions examined here we may safely neglect van der

Wails, respectively hydrodynamic interactions.

The derivation of values for the ~hear modulus G in close analogy to the shear modulus

prediction~ for atomic solids includes nearest neighbour interactions and assumes the volume

of noncrystalline material in grain boundaries to be negligeably small [9(. For ~uch conditions

the shear modulus G of a polycrystalline sample may be described as

d~U((/~~ )
~~

~ ~
'~

~~~ ddj~

with is being a factor depending on the ~tructure (4/9 for bcc and IN for fcc);

d~~ is the shortest inter-particle spacing. The known analytical factor f
~

results from taking the

average of the anisotropic elastic properties of the single crystallites contained in the sample
volume. For a sample of equally sized cubic crystallites with no preferred orientation it is 0.6 if

homogeneous ~train is assumed and o.4 if the averaging is taken of homogeneously stressed

crystals (9, 14]. For most atomic solids, however, a value of j'~
=

o.5 is found empiri-

cally [15 ],

In the ca~e of oriented polycrystalline or single crystalline material the anisotropic elastic

properties are not averaged out consequently,f
~ may take largely dift'erent values depending

on the relative orientation between the crystal axe~ and the direction of applied ~hear. In

general for a bcc crystal G is largest for shear along a loo) plane in loo] direction and

minimal for shear along a lo) plane in [I direction. For charge stabilized colloidal solids

the;e values have been computed and tabulated for single crystals together with averaged
values for unoriented polycrystalline materials (14]. Although as yet no predictions are

available for oriented polycrystalline material, it i~ easy to see that for increasing texturing G

will approach the single crystal values of the respective relative orientations.

Any colloidal solid exhibiting a finite G may be excited to low frequency torsional

resonances ; (due to the presence of the viscous ~uspending medium the high frequency
vibrations are overdamped). For a cylindrical resonator cell of height H and radius R, I-e- for an

aspect ratio
a =

R/H with the colloidal solid sticking to both the wall and the bottom of the half

filled resonator cell, Joanny solved the equation of motion to yield the resonance frequencies

as ?]

w =

~
q + + ~

~
a

~ (4)
R p ?
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Here p is the sample density, q~ denotes the zeros of spherical Bessel functions of first order

with j
=

1, 2, 3, and the number of nodes of the vertical standing wave within the height H

is given by I
=

0, 1, 2, Explicit hydrodynamic calculations yield the same result in the limit

of small particle elongations and small relative velocities between the particles and the

suspending medium [13]. The same solution holds for a cylinder of height 2H with the

colloidal solid sticking also to the top of the resonator cell. The shear modulus is then derived

from the measured resonance frequencies as :

G=
~

~~~~)~
~ ~.

(5)
q,j + (i + 1/-)~ ~~ a~

Experimental procedures.

SAMPLE PREPARATION. The particles used were commercially available [Lot 20 II M9R,

Seradyn, In., USA] polystyrene spheres of diameter
« =

102 nm and a titrated number of

N
=

950 ± 20 strongly acidic surface groups. To deionize the suspensions mixed bed ion

exchange resin [MB I, SERVA, FRG] was used. All salt solutions were p-a- grade and handled

under inert gas dilution was done with water of a maximum conductivity of 85 nS cm
'

at

?0 °C.

Two procedures are available to deionize the sample
«

standing preparation
»

(SP) and

«
continuous deionization

»
(CD) [2 ii- Standing preparation refers to the standard technique of

introducing a small amount of ion exchange resin into the sample cell containing the

suspension. A fine mesh covering the resin beads assures the flat lower boundary needed for

the experiment. After a few weeks the ~ample crystallizes, but the procedure may be

accelerated by occasional mild agitation. The actual state of the deionization process is not

monitored directly. Great care has to be taken to completely seal the sample cell against
contamination with air-borne CO~ in order to avoid salt gradient induced inhomogeneities

[25]. Because of that any free air~suspension interface has to be avoided the sample cells have

to remain unopened. SP therefore produces completely deionized samples of fixed volume

fraction.

As details of CD are given elsewhere [2 II we only summarize here the basic features. The

suspension is peristaltically pumped through a teflon tubing system connecting an ion

exchanger cell, a conductivity cell and the actual measuring cell. No free gas-suspension
interface is present in the measuring cell. A bypass of the ion exchanger cell and a reservoir

under inert gas allows for the subsequent addition of salty suspensions to the completely
deionized sample. The actual salt concentration is monitored in situ i~ia conductivity. CD was

shown to be fast, reproducible and accurate with no residual gradients in particle and salt

concentrations. The uncertainties in volume fraction 4~ and salt concentration c, are below §b,

respectively 2 iii at 4~ w
0.004 and c, w

10~~ [2 II- CD leaves the sample in a shear molten

state that readily solidifies. The morphology and texture are influenced i,ia shear processing
during crystal growth or after complete solidification.

Both methods are easily incorporated into the set-up for time resolved static light scattering.
The main results nevertheless were measured after preparation with CD. To employ the mirror

method of detection the sample cell is only half~filled and a free upper surface is present.

DETECTION OF RESONANT SHEAR MODES BY LIGHT SCATTERING. We would first like to note,

that there are no principal limitations in the optical detection of resonant shear modes to a

specific sample geometry nor to a special method of exciting resonant shear vibrations. The

method has indeed been applied also to resonant modes excited in single crystals [18] under
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flow through a rectangular cell or in polycrystalline material subjected to alternating,
inhomogeneous electric fields [26]. However, in this article we will restrict ourselves to

outlining the basic principles for a cylindrical resonator geometry and mechanical oscillations

of the sample cell.

The experimental situation is sketched in figure with the Jjjj mode shown in the middle of

the resonator filled with a colloidal solid. The resonator cell is held by ball bearings and is

excited mechanically by an excentrically coupled loudspeaker DR driven by a frequency

generator FG. A laser beam is incident on a small crystallite C in the cell centre and scattered

upon a position sensitive photo detector D under an angle &Br satisfying a Bragg condition.

Upon periodic torsional vibration the intensity of Bragg scattered light will contain terms of

motion of the crystallite in and out of the beam as well as terms of rotation of the crystallite to

and from the orientation favourable for Bragg reflection. In the limit of very tiny displacements
the latter contributions can be neglected and the intensity stays practically constant. The Bragg

angle, however, is shifted periodically with the variation of lattice spacings &~,(t)
=

? sin~ (A/2 ndj,~tjt)) where A is the wavelength of light and dj,~t(t) denotes the respective

spacing of (hit crystal planes. For small elongations the sinusoidal variation of lattice

spacings is tran~formed into equally sinusoidal variation of &~,. The response signal of the

position sensitive detector is fed into a lock~in-amplifier LI or a frequency analyser. The

generated re;onance spectrum is further proces~ed and evaluated with a computer.
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Fig. I. -Experimental set-up L laser: C crystal oriented under Bragg condition D position

sensitive detector DR drive ; FG frequency generator LI lock-in amplifier PC computer.
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The sample cell i~ placed in a cylindrical thet.most~itted index match bath centred on a

goniometer. This serves » a cylindrical lens focussing all light scattered under a given angle &

from arbitrary points in the scattering volume onto a point lying on a radius of 26.5 cm. A

photomultiplier arrangement allow~ for the detection of the equilibrium static structure factor

for both cry~talline and amorphou; samples iia a Debye-Scherrer technique. For this purpose

we replace the rocking drive by a motor continuously turning the sample. Thu~, also particle
concentrations n~ may be measured ii.<inn. For all ;amples a fixed volume fraction was

adju~ted of ~P
=

0.00?8 corre~ponding to ii~ =

5.40
x

10'~ m~

MIRROR METHOD. We further use a ;econd detection scheme already successfully employed
by other author~ [9, 14(. The ~ample i~ prepared by SP or CD having a free upper inert ga~-

~uspension interface. A small mirror i~ centred on this sut'face. It retlect~ a laser beam onto the

po~ition ~en~itive detector. Data analy;is is performed a~ before. The collection of reproducible
data with this detection scheme require~ a lot of patience, since actually a lot of care ha; to be

taken in avoiding contamination with COj, while handling the mirror under the inert gas

atmo~phere. In the presence of ion exchange resin this in turn might lead to gradients in salt

concentration followed by gradients in particle concentrations [?5]. For CD in- and outlets

have to be at the cell bottom, which often induce~ insufficient mixing of the suspen~ion,
particularily clo~e to the mirror. In both ca~e~ additional mixing u~ing a magnetic stirrer was

tried but led to in~ufficiently defined cell geometry and irreproducible shifts in the resonance

frequencie,. For some of the experiment~ we worked under air to truly reproduce other authors'

experimental conditions.

DETERMItSATION OF MORPHOLOG" AND TEXTURE. We here investigate samples ranging
from purely unoriented to strongly oriented polycrystalline material, In addition mixed

morphologie; are prepared showing a polycrystalline core surrounded by a monolithic crystal.
As a detailed investigation of the pos;ible variety of wmple morphologie; and texture~ i~ still

in progre~~, we here only give a short sketch of the basic experimental procedure~ employed to

determine the ;ample structure, the cry~tallite sizes and their preferred orientations.

The equilibrium structure factors are mea~ured with a Debye-Scherrer like technique using
the above mentioned ~tatic light scattering set-up. In order to determine the morphological
details the photomultiplier arrangement is replaced by a cylindrical translucent screen. This is

also placed at a distance of 26.5 cm from the cell center, I-e- at the focu~ of the index match

bath. On this screen the Debye-Scherrer ring~ of the (110) and of higher order reflections are

visible for polycrystalline bcc samples.
The sample is slowly turned around its z-axis to achieve optimum averaging. The ~creen is

ob~erved by a video cantera. The video frames are further processed i>ia computer ba;ed image
analysis [Optimas, Stemmer, FRG] and the inten~ity distribution is averaged over one full turn

of the ~ample cell. The software i~ programtned to account for the slight distortion of the rings
due to the cylindrical index match bath.

The distribution of ;cattered intensity along the Debye-Scherrer ring allow~ for the

determination of texturing in the sample (19]. We define a second angle qJ with respect to the z-

axis of the sample cell. Twinned monocrystalline material oriented with its lo plane parallel

to the cell wall give~ ri~e to only six lo) spots at defined values of &~, and qJ [19]. The

preferred orientation of the [I II direction lie~ perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the

scattering pattern intensity, distribution. In addition it i~ parallel to the formerly applied ;hear

flow. This has been u~ed to decorate the flow pattern of Taylor in;tabilitie~ in meta;table

colloidal fluids lo, 17]. For our experiment (I is directed parallel to the cell axis. In
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textured polycrystalline material the (l10) Debye-Scherrer ring also shows a sixfold

distribution of intensities. A degree of crystallite ddentation may be defined by

~
~

(~6,n~x ~6m>n~~~6>n.>' ~~)

where l~,~,,~ and l~
~,_,,

are the sixfold minimum and maximum inten~ities. Again the ~ymmetry
axi~ of the intensity distribution is perpendicular to the preferred orientation of [I crystal

directions.

A discrimination between the two morphologies is performed by observing the sample under

a given set of &~, and qJ with a long distance telescopic micro~cope which gives the ~patial
distribution of area; scattering under the given Bragg-condition. Wall cry~tal; are conveniently
detected and their thickne;s determined with a re~olution better than 20

~L.

We al~o observed distribution~ of intensity showing practically no deviations from complete
randomnes~. These samples containing large numbers of small crystallites were grown directly

from the melt at low salt concentrations without further shear processing. We will call these

;ample~ unoriented all though a small degree of orientation f w
0,15 cannot be ruled out in all

case~.

Other authors have used rectangular scattering geometries which avoid the di~tortion of the

Debye-Scherrer ring [4, 19]. Then the specular fine ~tructure of single Bragg reflections may
be resolved [?7] : however no orientational averaging can be performed nor can the scattering

vector be changed over a wider range.

Al~o in our case we may investigate the single reflections ~een on one video frame. The form

of individual Bragg-~pot~ varies between sharp pointlike ones and more diffuse, broadened

along, re~pectively acros; the Debye Scherrer ring. In particular at elevated salt concentrations,

the latter kind of reflection evolved from the first. Thi~ phenomenon appears spontaneously
after complete ;olidification but may al~o be enforced by the application of low amplitude
;hear. Recently, ;imilar phenomena have been observed after the ripening ot'the shear

proce~~ing of (cc sample~ [27(. lf illuminated by white light, the sample evolve~ to an overall

hazy appearance. If we u~e the microscope with crossed polarizer~ twinning indicating by the

formation of dark and light stripes is clearly visible (?8]. We pre~ently interprete our

observation as the relaxation of initially present stress within individual crystals i'ia both the

straining of other cry;tal~ which are orientated more favourably to shearing and the formation

of dislocations, respectively as the evolution of stacking faults, I-e- twinning under load.

By ,hifting the sample in =-direction we determine the average dimen,ion of cry;tallite~ in =-

direction i>ta the appearance and disappearence of individual Bragg spots (?9]. In ,ample~

grown from a ~hear molten su;pension usually round crystals are formed under conditions of

homogeneous nucleation (30]. Therefore the dimen~ion in =-direction is assumed to be equal to

the dimension~ in
i- and _v-direction. The data recorded this way compare well to those from

analy~is of microscope video frames.

Thus we have acces~ to the accurate determination of the cry~tallite size «, as ~vell a~ to local

and global orientation of crystallite;, which at constant suspension parameters is al~o highly

sen~itive to the samples history.

Results.

AccuRAcY. A typical resonance ;pectrum measured iia &~,(t) i~ shown in figure ?.

wjjj resonance frequencie~ are derived considering both peak maxima and phase lag. For all

investigated combinations of ~u~pen~ion parameters the wjjj re~onance frequencie; from

succes,ively taken spectra usually agreed within %. The frequencies of higher order

resonances are calculated i>ia the ~hear modulu~ and compared to the experimental values.
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Fig. 2. -Typical resonance spectrum (-) response amplitude (----) phase.

Thus usually all higher order peaks can be indexed. Occasional spectra showing agreement to

the shear modulus calculated from resonances up to third order not better than 2 ill were

discarded.

When using the mirror method, only for samples of volume fraction Mm 0.04 the same

excellent reproducibility was reached. However, even at the lowest particle concentrations

accessible without serious ion contamination problems, the statistical error of the mirror

method never exceeded loft in
w.

The mean values of
w

measured at the same sample
coincided for the two methods. This indicates that the mechanical method allows for

reasonably accurate checks of elastic sample properties even at low volume fractions, if the

suspension parameters are well controlled.

In a polycrystalline sample we usually find crystallites oriented under a given Bragg-
conditions at several positions in the cell. Therefore further testing was performed by analysing

spectra from I) (I lo) reflections of crystal's at different radial positions in the cell : iii (110)

reflections of crystals at different height and iii) higher order Bragg-reflections. Depending on

crystal position higher order resonance frequencies do not always show up with the same

amplitude and phase lag. However, within the experimental error of 2 ill we find no systematic
deviations from the mean value of G. This result allows for to choose an arbitrary crystal and

any Bragg reflection and therefore perform quick and easy but precise measurements.

At large applied amplitudes of excitation the response of the crystals may become nonlinear

for two reasons firstly the harmonic approximation assumed for the interaction potential is

only valid for very small elongations and secondly plastic deformations may occur. Therefore

we also tested the linearity of the sample's response. With the driving frequency fixed to the

wjo value we can deduce the distortion of the crystal lattice in dependence on the driving

voltage i'i~ the maximum shift of the Bragg angle. Figure 3 shows the response amplitude of

the sample to be linear for driving voltages up to lo il.

The maximum distortion of the crystal lattice in terms of the nearest neighbour distance

never exceeded a few percent and was found to be constant in time for constant driving

voltages. For the actual experiments driving voltages between 100 mV and 250 mV were

employed corresponding to even smaller distortions on the order of Angstroms. We therefore

are far from the conditions required for accidental changes in morphology or even shear

melting of the sample.
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Fig. 3. Maximum change in nearest neighbour distance d~~ in a bcc unit cell m dependence on the

driving voltage.

STABILITY OF THE susPENsIoN PiRAMETERS. One main advantage of the set-up presented
here concerns the control of the suspension parameters, in particular the stabilization of the

concentration of salt ions and particle~. To demonstrate this we compared the evolution of the

shear modulus for differently prepared, completely deionized samples of equal particle

concentration. All samples were unoriented polycry~talline at the beginning, which appears to

be the most stable morphology. The observed decrease in G was thus attributed to changes in

the suspension parameters only. Figure 4 shows a few representative re~ults.
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Fig. 4. Stability of suspension parameters monitored via the shear modulu~ G for four different

preparational techniques. Data are for unonented polycrystalline samples of ~P
=

0.00?8 measured by

the mirror method al after CD with free air-suspen~ion interface and ion exchange resin present in the

sample cell b) after CD with free inert gas-suspension interface but no ion exchange resin present in the

sample cell. The other two data sets were recorded by time resolved static light scattering c) after SP with

ion exchange resin present but no free suspen~ion surface and optimum sealing and d) after CD with

neither ion exchange resin nor a free surface present in the sample cell. Note the change in the time scale

for c and d. Compared to the typical duration of a single experiment sufficient stability is obtained for b

and e~cellent results for c and d.
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We found that the presence of ion exchange resin in the ~ample cell inevitably led to

gradients in particle concentration. This is consistent with microscopic investigations of the

behaviour of charged latices in the vicinity of anion exchanger beads [31]. While working

under air, these gradients are seen within some ten minutes after the addition of ion exchange
resin and no stable homogeneously crystalline sample could be prepared at all. Instead with SP

we most often ob~erved stable gradient~ in particle concentration leavin~ the mirror to float

freely at the suspension surface [?5]. We therefore ion exchanged the suspension by CD and

under inert gas but with ion exchange resin present in the measuring cell. The ~ample
behaviour was monitored after the inert gas was replaced by air. According to our pre;ent

understanding airbom COj immediately invades the suspension and altere~ the shear modulus.

Once the salt gradient~ are established, again sub,equent gradients in particle concentration are

observed. The process is considerably lowed under inert ga; atmosphere and acceptable
stability is observed. Under cautious handling of inert gas atmosphere and mirror sample~ are

stable for at least the typical duration of an experiment.
Standing preparation with samples completely filled and sealed again~t air generally yielded

stabilities strongly depending on the sealing procedures [?5]. Excellent stability was obtained

for screw cap plus gas tight membranes covered by the ion exchange resin. where the shear

modulus could be stabilized up to several hours. Only after longer times values slightly lower

than at the beginning were observed. Thi; however might al~o be an effect of altered

morphology, e-g- less grain boundaries due to ripening processes.

Since the formation of gradients in particle concentration I; confined to the vicinity of the ion

exchange resin, excellent homogeneity of the su~pen~ion I; obtained for CD with the ion

exchange resin and the free ~uspension-inert gas surface well separated from the completely
filled sample cell. A decrease in G is only detectable for very long times of t m

8 h, when

leakage of ions through tube connections starts to become ,ignificant. The advantage as

compared to tightly sealed standing preparation obviously i~ the po~;ibility of a sy~tematic
variation and control also of the concentration of excess salt.

A number of deionization techniques thus are able to sufficiently stabilize homogeneous
suspension parameters in order to ensure reproducible mea~urements. To realize the goal of

monitoring the evolution of the elastic propertie~ o,,er longer period~ of e-g- ripening or

wearing processes we strongly recommend the absence of a free suspen~ion surface in the

sample cell.

Applications.

INFLUENCE OF SAMPLE MORPHOLOGY. The mo~t important application of our technique lies

in the determination of the shear modulus of well characterized ~Jmple~ not only in terms of

particle and salt concentration, but moreover in morphology and texture too. Three selected

sample morphologies prepared using CD and subsequent shear processing are presented
schematically in figure 5.

Aj Solidification of a completely shear molten state results in a homogeneously nucleated

unoriented polycrystalline material, if heterogeneous nucleation at the cell walls is negli geable.

This was observed for c, w
3 ~Lmol l~ '

at a volume fraction of 4~
~

0.003. The resulting

crystals are roughly spherical irregular polygons of approximate diameter «~=0.I mm

(Fig. 5A).

B) At higher salt concentrations twinned, monolithic crystals heterogeneously nucleated at

the cell wall~ may be grown in addition. These were oriented with their ( 10) planes parallel to

the cell wall and the direction of closest packing, [I ], parallel to the formerly applied shear

now, I-e- the z-axis in figure I. During the actual shear modulus measurement the probing
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Fig. 5. Schematic cuts through the ~ample cell containing colloidal solids of different representative

morphologie~ and preferred orientations. Upper row : vertical cuts showing the approximate size and

form of crystallites, respectively grain boundaries lower row : horizontal cuts showing schematically the

orientation of the II II directions. Morphology A unoriented polycrystalline material with sharp grain
boundarie,. Morphology B : a i~&inned monocry~tal surround~ a core of unoriented polycrystalline

material with sharp grain boundaries. The monocrystal is orientated with its jl lo) planes parallel to the

cell wall and the direction of clo~est packing. [It Ii, parallel to the formerly applied shear flow.

Morphology C : shear processed polycrystalline material showing a noticeable degree of orientation of

the lo) gliding plane with [I ii perpendicular to the cell axis, I-e- parallel to the probe shear direction.

Here the grain boundaries are diffuse.

~hear oscillation is directed at a right angle to this direction. In a medium range of salt

concentrations thi~ wall crystal surrounds a core of unoriented polycrystalline material

(Fig. 58). Both the thickness of the wall crystal and the polycrystal diameters «~ were found to

increa~e with increasing salt concentration. The maximum size of homogeneously nucleated

cry~tals embedded in the surrounding wall crystal was observed to be roughly 5 mm. Close to

the pha,e boundary the monolithic crystal may fill the whole cell.

C) Samples containing wall crystals were processed further by gentle vertical shearing at

rates slightly lower than needed for complete shear melting. This resulted in a semisolid slurry
containine bits and pieces of the former wall crystal. It solidificated into a polycrystalline
material of non~spherical crystals with typical sizes in the range of 0.2 mm w «~w

0.7 mm, constant with respect to c., (Fig. 5C). In this case the grain boundaries appeared hazy

or diffuse. We here also found a noticeable degree of orientation of the lo) gliding plane with

II perpendicular to the cell axis, I-e- parallel to the probe shear direction. For the samples
shown it increased with increasing c., from f w 0.15 to f

=
0.4.

Figure 6 present~ a compilation of representative results for the three types of morphology. It

shows the salt concentration dependence of the shear modulus obtained for a suspension of

particle density ii~ =

3 x
10'~ m~ ~ i-e- 4~

=

0.00?8. Since all samples were of bcc structure,

the only difference between different sample~ at equal salt concentration were of morphological
and textural nature, as de~cribed above. For comparison we include a graph of equation (3)
with j'A

"

0.5 (unoriented polycrystals). It was fitted to the data of morphology A at

c, =
0 u~ing a constant renormalized charge number of Z*

=

395 as only free parameter. For

thi~ value we further calculated the c., dependence of G expected for f~
=

0.6 (homogeneous
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Fig. 6. Salt concentration dependence of the shear modulus of a suspension of ~fi 0.0028. The

~ymbols refer to the experimental data recorded with time resolved static light scattering and the different

morphologies IA-C) a~ shown in figures 5A-C. Filled symboh unoriented polycry~talline (A) ; half

filled symbols monolithic wall crystal-polycrystalline core jB) striped symbols oriented polycrystal-
line ICI open symbols: fluid samples. The lines refer to theoretical calculations: (-) fit of

equation (3) with IA
=

0.5 lunoriented polycrystals) to the data at low salt concentration using a con~tant

renormalized charge number of Z*
=

395 a~ only fit parameter. (----) G calculated from that for

/
~ =

0.6 ; (- the same for f~
=

0.4 (. the same for single crystals oriented with [I Ii

parallel to the applied shear. Also included are the observed freezing and melting lines indicating the

coexistence region (hatched).

stress), fA
=

0.4 (homogeneous strain) and for single crystalline material completely oriented

with its [I Ii directions parallel to the probing shear.

Morphology A is stable up to c., 10.3 ~Lmol 1~ ' It~ shear modulus decreases in accordance

with the calculations. The wall crystal~core morphology is stable up to the phase boundary. A

discontinuous drop in the shear modulus as compared to morphology A coincides with the

appearence of the wall crystal. With increasing salt concentration G decreases practically
parallel to the prediction~ of equation (3), however, at a considerably lower value. Note that

irrespective of the wall crystal's thickness the deviation in G from the theoretical calculation

stays practically constant. At the phase boundary the shear modulus discontinuously drops to

zero.

We also include one example of a probe prepared at equilibrium coexistence. The last point
for the morphology B was recorded on a sample which was only partially crystall17ed. It shown

a 3 mm thick wall crystal surrounding only few homogeneou~ly nucleated crystallites
embedded in colloidal fluid.

The measured shear nioduli for the polycrystalline ~amples oriented with their [I II

direction parallel to the probing ~hear are much lower than the values for morphologies A or B.

In particular, they are also lower than the values expected for IA
=

0.4. While the degree of

orientation f of morphology C i~ increased from f w 0.15 to f
>

0.4, the deviation of G as

compared to the predictions of equation (3 further increa~es. It amounts to a factor of nearly ?

for ii U.4.

The graph clearly shows that with the technique~ presented here it is for the first time
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possible to unequivocally discriminate between the sometimes very small variations caused by
the texture and morphology of crystalline colloidal samples and the overall decrease in G

caused by the addition of salt.

SYSTEMATIC TESTS OF THEORETICAL DESCRIPTIONS. In the last section we have shown that

the technique presented here allows for the detection of even slight deviations of the measured

shear moduli from the values predicted on the basis of equation (3) and unoriented

polycrystalline morphology. Since our method relies on the transparency of the colloidal

system, it is ideally suited for measurements at low volume fractions of commercially available

charge stabilized panicles, in particular as it also provides rigorous control of extremely low

salt concentrations. Using particles with nearly matched index of refraction [32] the restriction

to low volume fractions of charged spheres falls. The techniques may also be applied to hard

sphere systems showing Bragg reflection of visible light [5].
The precise controle of experimental parameters, the knowledge of the sample morphology

and the accuracy of shear modulus measurements open up the possibility of a wide range of

interesting experiments. We would like to shortly discuss three major applications in detail

the test of potential models for charge stabilized samples of defined morphology, the extension

of theoretical descriptions of the elastic properties of colloidal solids and the probing of the

mutual interdependence of elastic properties and sample behaviour in ripening processes and

shear processing.
First of all, the relation between particle data and experimental parameters on one side and

the elastic properties on the other side relies on the use of a correct expression for the potential
of interaction. The applicability of several potential models for suspensions of highly charged
particles at both low volume fraction and salt concentrations has recently been tested [23, 24].
Using the techniques presented here for a shear modulus titration, for the first time the true

dissociated charge of the particles was determined in situ, I-e- in a crystalline colloidal sample.
This true charge of Z

=

580 measured at the same conditions reported here was convened to a

renormalized charge of Z*
=

390 [22]. It was shown that this charge number used with a

Yukawa potential or the modified DLVO approximation (MDA) excellently predicts both

elastic and dynamical properties of ordered colloidal suspensions over a wide range of

parameters.
In fact, the renormalized charge number derived here from the measurements on

morphology A agrees to it within the experimental error. Note however, that this would not be

the case for mixed morphologies or in the case of a textured sample.
Secondly, studies on the elastic properties of colloidal crystals do not allways show good

agreement between theoretical predictions and measured values. This should actually not be

due to the preparational methods employed, since both CD and SP give excellent results, if

contamination with CO~ is excluded.

However, most of the samples investigated so far by other authors were opaque and

important information about morphological details was not available. The degree and the

direction of preferred orientation of the polycrystalline material was not determined nor was

the homogeneity of the sample accessible. Only the outermost regions next to the cell wall

were subjected to structural investigations and the samples were assumed to be unoriented

polycrystalline. Although our observations show that morphology A is the preferred morpholo-

gy at deionized conditions and elevated volume fractions, nevertheless a number of other

morphological influences exist that may have caused the observed deviations in G from the

expected behaviour.

Equation (3) has been derived under the assumption of unoriented polycrystalline material. It

does not include any contribution of inhomogeneity, grain size, grain boundaries, texturing,
twinning, dislocations and other imperfections. It is known that with increasingly smaller

J(JUR~AL DE PHY~ILJUF ill -T 4 N'i M~RCH 1994 j~
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volume fraction the size of individual crystallites decreases [29] and may even enter the

nanocrystalline regime (less than 109 particles per crystallite of «~ w
0.05 mm). Under these

conditions a pronounced influence of the grain size, respectively grain boundary volume on the

tracer diffusion coefficient was observed [33]. It would be particularily interesting to monitor

the influence of the particle density on the shear modulus, too. With increasing volume of grain
boundaries we expect an increasingly homogeneous distribution of stresses and therefore an

increase of the averaging factor towards f~
=

0.6. The same should hold for colloidal glasses.
This would constitute only a first step of an advanced description of elasticity on a

microscopic level including morphological details. Further experiments should consider the

degree of preferred orientation, the effects of incomplete solidification at equilibrium
coexistence, the effects of alloy formation [10, 31] or samples with inhomogeneous

morphology or density [25, 26].
Thirdly, such an extended modelling enables the quantitative description also for time

dependent measurements which are feasible under conditions of enhanced stability of

experimental parameters. Most important information should become available if the shear

moduli are measured under shear processing by mechanical [?7] or electrical fields [26[ and

the structural and morphological evolution of the sample is monitored simultaneously by light
scattering or microscopic methods. Preliminary experiments on G during the solidification

process should show a percolation transition followed by ripening and orientation processes in

the presence of the shearing field.

Conclusions.

The integration of standard standing preparation (SD) as well as of the recently developed
advanced deionization method, continuous deionization, (CD) [21] into a novel

configuration for the optical detection of resonant shear vibrations was reported. This allowed

for a drastic increase in preparational accuracy and sample stability as compared to the former

mirror method. Furthermore, using CD in combination with subsequent shear processing.
samples of different reproducible morphologies and textures were prepared and characterized

extensively by static light ~cattering.
The precision of the new approach was thoroughly tested and the results were found to be

independent of the probed crystallite, it's position and orientation within an experimental error

of AG w ? ill at absolute values of G
=

0. Nm~ ~ CD allowed quick and reliable systematic
experiments in dependence on the concentration of added neutral electrolyte.

For the first time it became possible to clearly separate the influences of even slightly altered

sample morphologies from those of an increased salt concentration.

Thi; allows for high precision te~ts of charge renormalization theory and of microscopic
models for the elasticity of crystalline solids. On the basis of these and on the excellent stability

of experimental parameters, new interesting time dependent experiments to probe and describe

the mutual interdependence of an individual sample's history on one side and its elastic

properties on the other become fea~ible.
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